Cognitive Psychology

But First

Lecture 11.
Problem Solving
In particular, Number processing

A few words on psychological
research on “Problem solving”

Example 1
A ping pong ball 1” in diameter falls into a 3”
length of pipe that is 1 1/8” in diameter. The
pipe is firmly affixed to the concrete pavement.
It is extremely important to remove the ball. You and
some friends are faced with this task. All you have is
some fine wire and your collective abilities to solve this
problem. What do you do?

Why is it so difficult to study
thinking?
• “Thinking” is probably not one process
• Probably no general computational
theory of thinking
– Goals and constraints differ for each of the
100s of different problems we solve and
topics we think about

Why is it so difficult to study
thinking?
• Very little of the work has focused on theory
of thinking
• ~ pre-Darwinian natural history: lots of
phenomena and no overall theory
• But at least the phenomena are pretty
interesting!

1. Some sample tasks
(in my view, failed
attempts to study
problem solving).
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Nine-dot problem
• Sheerer’63
– Connect the dots
using 4 straight
lines without taking
the pen off the
page
– Subjects fixated on
shape of dots

2. Then, there are areas of
successful research. E.g.:

Wolf and horse problem
On one side of a river are 3 wolves and
3 horses. They have a boat on their side that is
capable of carrying 2 creatures at a time across the
river. The goal is to transport all 6 creatures across to
the other side of the river. At no point on either side
of the river can wolves outnumber horses, or the
wolves would eat the outnumbered horses. How
should they cross the river?

Anecdote: Crow’s number sense

The “number” sense

Lesson from the anecdote

Numerical cognition

• Many animals appear to perceive
numerical quantities
• Perception not accurate
• Accuracy decreases with larger number
• A number sense is a matter of life and
death

• Main thesis: humans and animals have
a “number sense”
“senses”
- Visual
- Auditory
- Tactile
- Olfactory
- Proprioceptive (balance)
- Number
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Number sense: Evidence
• Animals have it
• Spontaneous emergence in young
children
• Associated to specific brain regions
Yes, it is a cultural achievement, but in its
basic for, numerical cognition is
universal and not taught

1. Animal’s number sense
• “clever Hans”
Claimed Hans could
add & subtract

2/5 + 1/2 = ?
Detect “stop” cues from its master’s head/eyebrows
Doh! Animal arithmetic is bogus!

1. Animal’s number sense

Rat accountants

• E.g. Can rats represent numerical
information? (Mechner)

Lever A

% responses

Rule of the game: B is
connected with food.
-first press A a desired #
of times (e.g., 4, 8, 12,
or 16, experimenter set)
-Then press B once for
food
-If pressed B too early,
got penalty (shock)
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• Rats possess rudimentary number sense

Lever B

Objections
• Number of times the lever is pressed, or
time elapsed since the beginning of a
trial?

From rat accountants to
human accountants
• Human adults: one dot pattern, then
another: same number of dots?

Dealing with objections
• Mechner & Guevrekian
– Vary the degree of food deprivation
– Rats pressed levers faster when hungrier:
this should affect time elapsed.
– But they still pressed the same # of times

Humans more accurate than rats, but are
also error-prone: errors and variability
increase at larger target #
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Animal number sense: how
abstract?
• Is rats’ numerical competence confined
to certain sensory modalities, or is it
abstract? (Church & Meck)
Rule of game:
2 tones -> lever A
4 tones -> lever B
2 flashes -> lever A
4 flashes -> lever B
Lever A

Cross-modal number sense
• Church & Mech: transfer session
– 2 tones synchronized with 2 lights: rats
pressed lever B!
– Even though 2 tones alone -> lever A, 2
lights alone -> lever A.
– 2 tones plus 2 flashes do not evoke an
even greater sensation of “two-ness”. They
become 4.
– Truly abstract number sense: rats can add

Lever B

Beyond addition: comparison

Comparison inaccuracy
• The distance effect
– No problem with 2 vs. 6, but errors
increase with 5 vs. 6
– Error rate increases at smaller numerical
separation

Chimpanzees pick up the right tray (more!)
Necessary computations:
- addition of the left tray (1 + 5)
- addition of the right tray (3 + 4)
- comparison (6 vs. 7)

Neuronal basis for numerical
cognition in monkeys
• Nieder, Freedman, & Miller (2002)
Recording site
Some neurons prefer 1 dot, some
2 dots, 3 dots, etc. Different
neurons prefer different
quantities.

• The magnitude effect
– No problem with 2 vs. 1, but errors
increase with 5 vs. 6
– Performance decreases with larger number

Number sense: Evidence
• Animals have it

√

• Spontaneous emergence in young
children
• Associated to specific brain regions
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2. Infants’ numerical cognition
• Set-back: Piaget’s findings
3-, or 4-y child:
which has more?
Answer: same
Ask again: which
has more?
Answer: ___

Children’s number sense
• Mehler & Bever (1967)
– Subjects: 2, 3, 4 year olds
– With marbles: 2-y olds do well (“same” both
cases), 3-, 4-y olds err (“top more” when
length changes)
– With M&M candies: “pick one row and
consume it right away”:
_________________________________

Piaget: small children do not have number concepts

Why do children fail with
marbles?
• Development of “Theory Of Mind”
– Same question asked twice
– Violate ordinary rules of conversation
– There must be a trick: perhaps the grownup is expecting an answer about the
length?

Why do children fail with
marbles?
• McGarrigle & Donaldson
– Classical conditions: children fail to
conserve number
– “teddy bear” condition

While experimenter looks away, a teddy bear shortened
one row. Experimenter: “Oh, no, the silly bear has again
mixed up everything!”, “Which has more?” => children
now _____________

Younger and younger
• Starkey & Spelke

Younger and younger
mathematicians
• Wynn (1992)

– 6 m old babies: habituated with 2 objects
then look longer at 3 objects than 2, and
vice versa
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Younger and younger
mathematicians

Infants small number system =
adults’ object tracking system
• Feigenson, Carey, & Hauser (2002)

• Wynn (1992)

– 10-, 12- month infants
– Crackers sequentially dropped into jars
– Allowed to crowl to one jar and obtain crackers

Prefers jar with more:
2 > 1, 3 > 2
But fails:
3 vs. 4, 2 vs. 4, 3 vs. 6

Small number, large number: Adults

Small number, large number

Numerical notation:
first 3 numbers are
special

• Small number system
–
–
–
–

Knows the exact quantity
Limit to set size of 3
Still works when all items are occluded
Attentional tracking system

• Large number system
– Knows approximate quantity: 16 > 8, 32 > 16, but
fails 12 vs. 8, 24 vs. 16
– Imprecise: 2:1 ratio
– Doesn’t work when things are occluded
– Approximate magnitude system

Adults: small and large numbers

Number sense: Evidence

How many?
1400

Enumerate objects

• Animals have it
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• Spontaneous emergence in young
children
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3. Number and the brain
• Patient group 1 (frontal damage)
– Impaired at exact calculation
• Cannot do 5 + 7 = 12

– Knows approximate magnitude
• Close to 13

• Patient group 2 (parietal damage)
– Preserved at exact arithmetic facts
• Knows 8 x 6 = 48 (memory ok!)

Number sense: Evidence
• Animals have it

√

• Spontaneous emergence in young
children

√

• Associated to specific brain regions

– Impaired at approximate magnitude
• Don’t know 8 > 6

Human vs. animals: verbal
number system
• Count, calculation, etc.
• Verbal number system tied to the
language of one’s original arithmetic
learning
• Bilinguals: solve arithmetic problems
faster, more accurate, when problems
presented in the language of original
arithmetic learning

Human number systems
• Language-independent core systems
– Small number
– Large, approximate numerosity

√

Continuity in number sense over evolution
But: striking discontinuity as well

Language and thought: Verbal
number system
• O’Kane & Spelke (2000)
– Spanish-English bilinguals
– Memorize Story 1 (English), and Story 2 (Spanish)
• Non-number facts: she loves emeralds
• Small number: she has 2 sisters
• Large, approximate numerosity: she taught hundres of
students
• Large: exact numerosities: she lost 9 treasure chests

– Tested on both stories in both languages
• Only large, exact numerosities dependent on the
language of learning

Homework
• Reisberg Book: Chapter 14 (Problem
Solving)
• No textbook readings.

• Language-specific
– Large, exact numerosity
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